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Subject. PRESENTATION OF SPEECH TO AMERICAN SOCIETY OF QUALITY
CONTROL, RICHLAND CHAPTER, ON APRIL 19, 19641 REQUEST
FOR APPROVAL--

Approval is hereby requested to make the subject presentation,
which follows.

*Indicates a point in the presentation where I plan to narrate
rather than read from a text.

PRESENTASTION BY F. R.- COOK TO THE RICHLAND CHAPTER OF THE
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR QUALITY CONTROL

PREFACE

* At this point I plan to tell about my entrance into the Navy
with my interview with Rickover, emphasizing his sketicism, how
this point of view.was developed with time and to telegraph my
belief that healthy skepticism is a desirable--even necessary
trait--for QA folks to have. (2 to 4 min.)

INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS

I thank you for the opportunity to identify some of the quality
assurance principles resurfacing on a broad front as a result of
recent experiences in the nuclear industry, and how these
principles can be implemented in functioning DA organizations
(i.e. by OA folks) to help achieve quality designs and
operations and assurance of this quality.

This idea of assurance is of key importance when it comes to
licensing an activity or a facility and appears to be a major
ingredient which to some degree was left out of coordinated
systems of assurance and verification, implemented by checkers
and doers and applicable to the production of quality
*software-that is information on paper or other recording
material--particularly.DESIGN software.

To better' delineate- the" scope of what I mean let me read the
definition of design in the Atomic Energy Act of 1954.

"The term 'design' means (1) specifications, plans, drawings,
blueprints, and other items of like nature; (2) the information
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contained therein; or (3) the research and development data
pertinent to the information contained therein."

A related definition in the Act is that for "research and
development', which I'll also reads

"The term 'research and development' means (1) theoretical
analysis, exploration, or experimentation; (2) the extension of
investigative findings and theories -of a'scientific or technical
nature into practical application for-experimental and
demonstration purposes, including the experimental production and
testing of models, devices, equipment, materials and processes."

Hence as you can see I will use "design" as a noun, and when
talking about the process of producing any part of the design,
I'll use MY term "design process" or "designing".

Also at the expense of being trite or maybe controversial I'll
define "quality assurance", also a noun, as the sum of all the
software describing actions and documenting results of actions,
which actions are intended to ASSURE that products (hardware AND
software) and actions to produce the products meet specified
requirements. Consistent with this I'll define "quality control"
as that part of quality assurance that applies to hardware.
Furthermore, quality assurance is the procedures that the product
"checkers" (QA folks) use in combination with the software they
produces as opposed to procedures the doers use and products
they produce, whether those products be software or hardware.
Note when the doers produce software VERIFYING a product, I'll
call this verification.

NRC uses the term "quality assurance" to encompass actions which
produce both assurance and verification of product requirements.
I consider this can be confusing to some GA folks who distinguish
the checkers from the doers. Since this is a checkers meeting I
want to focus on the checkers balliwick and beg the pardon of the
doers that are here.

By stressing here the design software issue I do not mean to
imply that assurance and verification of hardware characteristics
was and is not a current problem. It is a problem in some cases,
however, the ways this problem can be corrected are well known anc
practiced for most projects, since knowledge and acceptance of
procedural control is widespread. Assurance and verification of
geologic system characteristics (since it's not produced I'll not
call it hardware) is also a problem, similar in many respects to
the hardware problem, but harder to resolve because of less
widespread knowledge and acceptance of rigorous procedural control
practices. The designers and the geotechnical folks,
particularly the R&D and -exploration types, seem to have a
tendancy to shun the adherence to proceduress So some of the
principles used by QA folks to prepare procedures for checking
design processes and design are applicable to geotechnical work.
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Also in way of setting the stage I'll add some more old stories
from time to time from my personal experience which will
demonstrate that the specific problems noted are not new, but
have occurred in the past and are only resurfacing.

IMPORTANCE O ASSURANCE AND VERIFICATION TO LICENSING

The review of assurance and verification in a public arena,
sometimes years after the subject events activity, fact, etc., is
a task most critical to the successful completion of a project
subject to licensing. In general it can only be accomplished by
rigorous documentation-- paperwork or software--for applicable
systems at applicable times. For design this rigor applies
during the design process and thereafter when changes are made.
The documentation of the logic used in the process is of key
importance allowing verification of the quality of the process.
It's analogous to measuring and documenting parameters and
characteristics necessary to control a manufacturing process
performed by the doers.

QUALIFICATION OF THE DOERS AND ASSURANCE OF THEIR LOGIC

Since most design organizations would require technically'
cognitive designers3 the documentation of the logic applied along
the way in a design process is the software which allows
assurance and is verification that laspes in the application of
any individual's expertise do not occur. Since cognitive
managers peer review groups and others, (i.e., all those
individuals (doers). responsible for achieving a quality software
product) contribute to producing the software, documentation of
their logic is equally important to verify and allow QA folks to
assure adequacy of the process and, hence, the quality of the
software product. It should be noted that a key thing in getting
a quality product is the process and, hence verification as a
minimum is necessary.

As some of you may have already inferred, I believe it may be
impossible to verify the quality of design by only looking at the
final product. For big systems of components and complicated
components I believe it is impossible. Product software review in
the nuclear industry, as in various other industries, is not an
acceptable substitute for design process control to achieve
quality products. It can only serve to assure and/or verity the
quality of the design. However, it (software "testing") too can
be rigorously documented to produce the verification and
assurance (depending on who does it) desirable for licensing. QA
folks may plan to do some design software overcheckings
"testing", on-.their own and can keep the designers guessing as to
what this might be until the design is complete. More frequently
QA folks perform interim overchecks, for example, reliability and
safety analyses, and provide their conclusions to the doers in
the process of designing. This keeps GOOD management happier and
speeds the overall process.
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I believe it is important that the checkers not become doers in
this interim checking business On a grander scale NRC is worried
about this problem for applicants and potential applicants in
their own role of checker. NRC should not become part of the
doing industry. There appears to be a trend to better check the
processes, ralt'er than only the product, and feedback conclusions
to applicants to make the process practical. Marshall McDonald in
a recent article, COMMITMENT TO SUCCESS AT FPL, in "Quality
Progress", January, 1984, describes how his company FLORIDA POWER
and LIGHT successfully sought and obtained NRC feedback on their
St. Lucie #2 project which appears to be (I have no firsthand
knowledge) of reasonable quality and was completed expediently.
You know Flordia is considered a trend setter state as is
Washington state and maybe this is a trend not only for the
nuclear industry, but all regulated industry--a "megatrend".

One may ask, if the design process is so important should there
be procedures for accomplishing this task? The answer is
probably self evident to quality assurance folks. It's not
always evident to technical managers, particulary those who have
not worked under a rigorous design control system, as I suggested
before. Managers may believe that the latitude to design by a
process which is not prescribed will lead to superior designs.,It
may, but I doubt this conclusion is valid for components and
systems, the likes of which do not exist. Omitting procedures is
not appropriate where verification and assurance of the process
is required for licensing. The self-evident conclusion--that
procedures are desirable, yes even necessary indicates that a
qualification for cognitive doers--managers, engineers, etc., at
least more that half of them, be that they have experience
working under systems which have recognized acceptable design
procedures. And furthermore, it would be desirable$ although
probably not necessary, that these managers and engineers have
experience writing design procedures.

EXAMPLES OF DESIGN PROBLEMS

Where in the industry has there been noted design problems?
Several well known instances may come to minds

1. The installation of redundant scram breakers of the same
design In series. This occurred in the Salem Plant and the
common mode failure of these components produced an inability of
the plant to scram automatically. The actual failure of each
breaker was probably due to improper grease.

2. The mixup of the positioning of the component foundations at
Diablo Canyon Plant resulted in a calculated failure of the plant
to withstand design seismic shocks.

3. The intergranular corrosion attack of steam generator tubes
in various plants has lead to their failure and primary to
secondary leaks-with their related radiation problems.
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4. The failure of relief valves to close properly at Three Mile
Island Plant resulted in the loss of coolant from that plant and
subsequent core damage.

5. The movement of Zircaloy pressure tube supports in the CANDU
Pickering Plant due to hydraulic forces caused hydriding of the
g;*a~re tubes when they touched another, metal structure and

ubsequent failure of the pressure tubes.

RELATION OF DESIGN PROBLEM TO DESIGN CONTROL PROBLEM

It would appear that any of the above problems could have been
avoided had there been design procedures which required the
appropriate simple checks or failure mode analysis in the design
process. Another way of saying this is that none of the failures
are unexplained or resulted from phenomena that were not
understood at the time the design was accomplished.

At the risk of being a Monday- morning quarterback I'll use a
couple of these examples to hypothesize how application of
appropriate quality assurance procedures may have avoided the
problem.

* At this point I'll talk about the grease problem and
deterioration of grease in heat and irradiation. Note similar
problems that I know about and note how qualified designers and
failure mode analyses would have likely prevented failure.

$ At this point I'll talk about the design problem of Zircaloy
tube supports in a hydraulic regime and resulting hydriding, and
relate to a similar problem I know about which stemmed from
technical ignorance, lack of personnel qualification and lack of
skepticism in the designers.

What is the solution to this lack of adequate design control for
projects subject to licensing?

Admiral Rickover recently completed an "Assessment of the GPU
Nuclear Corporation Organization and Senior Management and Its
Competence to Operate TMI-1"y November 1983. He assessed the
management relative to his rules for good management.

1. Require rising standards of adequacy.
2. Be technically self sufficient.
3. Face facts.
4. Respect even small amounts of radiation.
5. Require-relentless training.
6. Require adherence to the concept of total responsibility.
7. Develop the capacity to learn from experience.

* At this point I will discuss how GA review of personnel
qualifications, including on-going training, and separate
reliability/safety analysis, i.e., failure mode analysis
qualitative, can assess each criteria of Rickover's with the
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exception of the one regarding responsibleity.

So let me summarize in closing several key questions which DA
folks can ask in reviewing the adequacy of design control
procedures and related verification provisions. Of course,
procedures should be established to accomplish the
interrogations.

1. Are all technical areas associated with each failure mode
covered by some design individuals with experience in the
respective technical areas.
2. Are there procedures for periodically verifying the
qualifications of all individuals assigned a responsibility in
producing a design (software) product?
3. What duties do any of the responsible individuals have which
are not controlled by procedure? (A cognizant DA person could
routinely confirm by signature that the uncontrolled activities
are appropriately not controlled by a procedure..)
4. Is there a requirement applicable to the design group which
defines design activities from beginning to end--research and
development, conceptual design, preliminary designs final design,
redesigns etc.,--and requires procedural control of all the
activities?
5. Are at least 25% of the doing management skeptics? (Ever
changing tests should be devised to assess and grade management
by OA in this respect. Tests may be active or passive on
management, but they should be accomplished so that DA can tell
when management is failing or likely to fail.)
6. Does management.consistently exceed requirements for
corrective actions identified by DA? (This question directly
assesses the first rule noted by Rickover,--which is "Are rising
standards of adequacy required?. An affirmative answer here is at
least as important as a yes for meeting my skeptic criteria.)

CLOSING

In closing I would like to note that many, if not all, of the
ideas I have expressed are old hat. They are, for the most part,
brought out well by Bland, Reilly, and others who many of you
knows in their "Technical Staff Analysis Report of DA to the
Resident's Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island." I
recommend this report as an excellent discussion of how adequate
design control could have been applied at TMI.

As one last check I want to find out by a show of hands how many
in the group here tonight meet my skeptic test. Now, everybody

-that broke their Girl Scout cookies in half before eating them.
this week, raise your hand. Thank you. Are there any question?
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